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just a follow up on my recent success for those of you that passed along some tips- Made my second trip up on
Saturday this weekend, my first one was when water was very low and very clear, but my mileage was written
off from a day of work and i was in the area so i figured what the hell and stopped by to fish. That day I
managed a few hook ups, but they had already broken the line before i could blink. i couldnt believe how quick
these things would take off. This weekend was a much different story. After refining some of my knots and
figuring on how i would have to play these things, I managed five hook ups and landed three within a span of an
hour and a half saturday morning. I had a spot pretty much all to myself on elk at sun rise, but after tying into
my first one for a couple minutes before it ran me under a log and broke the line, tying into and landing one right
after, and tying into another a few minutes after, people took notice and starting moving in. landed my third a
few casts after hauling in my second, and a few cast after that, i was into another one! by the time that one had
run my downstream quite a ways, it finally broke off, and my spot was gone... and i could barely hold my rod up
my arm was so beat from the onslaught of fish. Thanks to everyone for the advice, i couldn't have had a better
time. spent the rest of the morning driving to other areas and looking for new places to go next time i make it
up. cant wait to get back up there

